
Addendum   to   the   T.C.S.S.A   Rules   and   Regulations   
Rules   on   Pool   Players   effective   12-13-2021   

(Substitute   players   on   standby)   
  

TCSSA   policy/rules   require   team   managers   having   less   the   15   players   for   any   
game   to   request   one   or   more   players   from   the   POOL.   
  

The   TCSSA   player   pool   contains:   
  

•   Players   not   assigned   to   a   team.   
  

•   Players   that   cannot   meet   all   of   the   seasons   scheduled   dates.   
  

•   All   pool   players   must   wear   the   TCSSA   assigned   shirts   and   hat   at   games.   
  

The   Pool   Coordinator   will   be   a   member   of   the   Board   of   Directors   (impartial)   and   will   
assign   players   from   a   list   only   known   by   Board   members   that   are   not   managers   in   
the   round   robin   style.   This   list   will   be   scrambled   in   player   ranking.   Bill   Schmidt   will   
be   the   coordinator   to   contact.   
Assignment   of   Pool   Players.   Note:   (PL   will   be   situated   for   pool   player)   
1-   The   manager   knows   of   the   need   of   a   PL   prior   to   a   game   day,   must   call   the   
Pool   Coordinator   for   a   PL   to   fill   the   slot.   
  

2-   Managers   are   never   allowed   to   call   up   a   desired   PL   of   his   liking.   
  

3-   When   several   managers   or   more   are   in   need   to   fill   the   required   team   
maximum,   the   objective   will   be   to   balance   the   team’s   first   starting   with   the   
next   PL   from   the   list.   
  

4-   If   the   manager   or   managers   prior   to   the   start   of   a   game   are   short   of   players,   
then   the   pool   coordinator   may   select   a   PL   from   the   stands.   Again,   the   
selection   will   be   the   next   PL   from   the   list   in   hand.   
  

5-   When   a   PL   is   assigned,   managers   must   follow   the   same   rules   set   for   team   
players.   
  

6-   When   two   opposing   teams   request   a   PL   the   PL   coordinator   will   try   to   have   
both   teams   with   equal   number   of   players.   
  

7-   During   the   season   the   BOD   may   need   adjustments   to   these   rules.   



  


